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Rhenus Offshore Logistics secures UK Offshore
Supply Base Partnership
Monday, 27 February 2017
Rhenus Offshore Logistics is starting up its operation of two new offshore
supply bases at the ports of Great Yarmouth and Aberdeen. The new sites
are maintained through cooperation with local partners and realised through
the recently opened UK office of Rhenus Offshore Logistics.
The cooperation agreement for the offshore bases was confirmed in December
2016 and comprises the provision of fully-integrated on- and offshore logistics
packages in Great Yarmouth and Aberdeen. After a successful track record
through supplying around 90 percent of all German wind farms since 2014,
Rhenus Offshore Logistics entered the UK market in 2016 by opening its own
representation in Lowestoft, near Great Yarmouth on the Eastern coast of Suffolk.
The supply bases provide cost-effective storage, cargo handling, offshore-certified
container handling and provision, quayside management, stevedoring and all
supply chain activities. The concept of the new supply bases is to provide a
foundation from which Rhenus is then able to support and offer a comprehensive
logistical package with the core concept being cargo runs, supplying offshore
assets with whatever is required to keep them functioning.
“For Rhenus Offshore Logistics, this is an important step in our UK growth and
provides us with the scope and facilities required to supplement our service
package. Supply runs and offshore logistics are our core business. However, this
new venture supports our scope and enables us to offer the full logistical solution
as well as coordinate all activities in-house, which is important to us,” said Greg
Howlett, UK Business Development Manager for Rhenus Offshore Logistics.
Rhenus Offshore Logistics offers turnkey offshore logistics solutions to the
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offshore energy market in Europe and the UK. Their core concept is cargo runs,
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whereby they coordinate and manage every aspect of supplying offshore assets
as a single point of contact managing all interfaces. The dedicated project teams
are responsible for all aspects of the scope including vessel charter, cargo
handling, marine coordination, CCU provision and management, warehousing,
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goods receipt, port handling, port agency and whatever is required as part of an
integrated turnkey logistics solution.
In addition, Rhenus Offshore Logistics provides efficient crew transfer solutions via
vessel and helicopter, buoy deployment, maintenance and recovery and a variety
of other offshore logistical requirements.

About Rhenus
The Rhenus Group is a logistics services provider with global business
operations and annual turnover of EUR 4.6 billion. Rhenus has business
sites at over 500 locations worldwide and employs more than 26,000
people. The Rhenus business areas – Contract Logistics, Freight
Logistics, Port Logistics and Public Transport – manage complex supply
chains and provide a wealth of innovative value-added services.
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